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by Glen Helfand

There's a ghost in the machine.Or is the machine a ghost? These digital days the boundaries
are blurrier, making it more difficult than ever to parse the distinctionsbetween hardware and
software. Is a driverlesscar the real machine or the companiesthat, ominously,produce them?
Our dysfunctionalgovernmentis a system, a political machine, or even an engine. Hardwareis
the machine, software the activatingforce that seems to complicate Cartesian mind/bodybelief
systems. In the framework of Mechanisms, a group exhibitioncurated by Anthony Huberman,
the machine is a body, the ghost its energizing lifeblood or, perhaps,its spirit The gallery itself
is a shell in which artworks suggest a kind of action. I would qualify, though, that the show's
philosophicaltone isn't exactly about belief (though two elusive works by Trisha Donnelly do
offer suggestionsof portals to other wortds via a sound system and video static) - the show
explores how systemsvirally insinuatethemselves into our lives, attaching to us, for better or
worse to prove, if nothing else, that that smart phone isn't the only device that addictively
connects to (and colonizes)every aspect of our lives.

Mechanisms is primarily a static

exhibitioo- there's some video, sound
and one vibrating monolith (Greaser,
2015) by Aaron Flint Jamison -yet

it

crackles with a sense of invisible
activatingforces. Many of the worl<sare
cooceptuallycompleted by the viewer,
which is to say, by whatever ideas,
ideologieswe happen to harbor. It
starts with the infrastructureof the
gallery itself. In the foyer, a 1967 wor1<
by Charlotte Poseneske involves the
arrangementof large modular metal
HVACducts that have been supplied by
the artist's estate with the instruction
that the gallery itself configurethem into
pre-fab minimalistforms. Cameron
Rowland's 2014 exposed electrical

outlet piece, Constituent,with possibly
live wires, juts out from the wall
dangerouslyor perhaps inertly,while
Eva Sarto's sculptural entry kiosk, Free

Gift, 2017 resemblesa ticket-taking

device that points to economicsystems
in admission-freevenues and comes
with an instructionmanual. These wori<s

Aaron Flint Jamison, "Greaser," 2015, vibrator and
purple heart, 139.5 x 30.70 x 5 inches. Photo: David
M. Roth

may not be visually appealing;in fact
they are all prosaic infrastructuremetallic and institutiooal shades, but their implications are
vast bringing up aspects of air, power,and economic transaction.

There's more visual panachein the secondgallery where we are greeted by Lutz Bacher's
large-scalewall of 26 half-orbs, objects the checklist describes as mirror surveillancedomes.
It's titted Cyclops (the wall label notes a mysteriouslyspecific creation date-27 March 2017)
and has an eamest disco dazzle as~ multiplies a conveniencestore fixture. We see ourselves
distorted 26 times in these objects, and perhaps they see us. The domes frequently contain
video cameras behind the one-way mirrored surface, cameras that are the seer, the
technologicalforce that activates these objects even further, though it's a question if there are
lenses behind these structures.

Lutz Bacher, Installation view, Cyclops, 27 March 2017, 26 mirror surveillance domes, 27.5 x
27.5 x 12 in each. Photo: David M. Roth
It's this Big Brother implication that gives Huberman's curatorial premise its human punch. As
viewers, we are implicated and vulnerable as we enter, knowingly or unwittingly, into such
power transactions on a daily basis. Bacher's piece is in dialogue with an even larger
photomural by Louise Lawler: a photograph printed on adhesive vinyl of a gallery interior,
digitally stretched to fit to the contours of one very long wall. The distortion, like that of Cyclops,
is akin to what, in a different era, could only be seen in a funhouse mirror. It perfecUyreflects
the malleable and sometimes insidious fictions enabled by cheap digital imaging technology. Its
lengthy tiUeacknowledges its appearance in previous spaces - Formica (adjusted to fit,
distorted for the limes, slippery slope 1), 2011/201212015/2017.-

but it also alludes to the

warped, politically suspect implications of hallowed art spaces.

These two are the largest, most visually commanding works in the show, but there are more
forceful conceptual gestures that appear nearby. Disgorgement, 2016, another work by
Cameron Rowland , is a dry-looking mulli-page document framed under glass. The text
describes a financial trust rooted in a provocative premise and a shameful racial hislory in which
American insurance companies issued policies to slave owners on the lives of their property.

Louise Lawter, "Formica (adjusted to fi~ distorted for lhe times, slippery slope 1)." 2011:2012:2015:2017
Photo: David M. Roth

In this instance, the artist purchasedshares in a company (Aetna) that issued such policies;the
idea being that the value will compound until the US governmentmakes financial reparationsfor
slavery-which is to say, probably never. (It relates to a 1989 bill introduced by Rep. John
Conyers that went absolutely nowhere,and by a similar bill that passed the California legislature
in 2000.)The mechanismsof capitalismare spinning in this gesture, trapped as they are in the
ether of a contract, and they're cleverly undermined- thoogh you may need to be in the
business to really appreciate the legalese.

Danh Vo's Twenty-TwoTraps,2012, is an appropriation of rusty antique animal traps that
evokes similarly violent actions, they feel poised to be sprung as we encounter them, dangerous
and capable of inhumane treabnent. Their tension is palpable, and in context they suggest
racial violence. This idea is
affirmed by Pope L's

Lever, 2016, a grimy water
fountain from the 1950s,
perhaps an actual artifact
of institutionalized
segregation, that's installed
absurdly high on a wall. If it
were dislodged, it would
shatter with force.

All of this dovetails with
previous shows at The
Wallis Institute over the
past few years that betray
Huberman's interest in the
dynamics of mechanics.
I'm thinking of Camille
Blatrix's Roomba robot~ike
installation (of which the
curator wrote the
Pope.L, Lever, 2016, acrylic, pain~ oil crayon and chewing gum

mechanized objects "they

on porcelain, 11.5 x 11.5 x 6 inches. Photo: David M. Roth

are impeccably fabricated
but fraught with emotional

entanglement.") and of Sam Lewitt's More Light than Heat, in which the artist utilized heaters
that siphoned the energy of the lighting system to generate warmth. Even Laura Owens' Ten

Paintings project involved embedded speakers in the wall, voices that were triggered by the
invisible WiFi connections of cell phones. I recalled these works while wandering through

Mechanisms,thinking about the sense of a gallery as machine, a cycle of temporary
presentations.

This is the largest group show mounted in lhis iteration of The Wattis. It spills into an adjacent
room as large as the main gallery,where the oonnectionsbetween the objects loosen a bit and
get a little more playful, yet still display an institutional color scheme. It's here that we leam
about the glitchy typeface that is used for all Ille show's wall text It's The Letter Eby Garry
Neill Kennedy,a work Iha! began in 1980 when he used an altered typewriterto create a
typographicalftaw that is rooted in a machine- Ille typewriterttself had an identity,an
authorship,and it applies to the entire exhibition's texts.

Danh Vo, Detail, Twenty-Two Traps, 2012. Photo: David M. Roth

I was intriguedand mystified by Jay DeFeo's 1987 oollectionof 40 black-and-white
photocopiesof tissue boxes, which oonjures up a vision of a washing machine-sizeold Xerox
machine. These imagesappear next to a 2017 Donnellyprojectionof spooky abstract video
transmissionsthat flash at irregularintervals. Both works demonstratethe myriad ways artists
are able endlessly transform objects using off-the-shelfconsumer hardware,a subject touched
on in a spate of recent DeFeo shows in San Francisoo. Patricia L. Boyd's trio of works, made
from used restaurantgrease (stabilizedwith beeswax and resin), show the imprinted ghosts of
Aeron office chairs that once belongedto a failed start-up. liquidated when it went bust, their
remains are preserved as negative shapes in the refuse of the hipster eateries that once fed the
oompany'sworkers.

These pieces form an elliptical preamble to Harun Farokl'sinsidiouslydazzling 2007 video
installation, Deep Play. Twelve projectionssurround us in a darkened carpeted room that
reminded me of a Best Buy electronicsshowroom.The subject is the 2006 World Cup Final,
France and Italy going head to head. The roar of
the crowd is muffledto a lulling pitch as each
projection processes,or filters, the game
through a mode of live analysis - one diagrams

movements,the other tracks heart rates,
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another turns the players into 3D animations,
while another taps security cameras behind the
bleachers. The installationemulates a media
oonlrol room, a giant brain !hat analyzes the
data of human experience. Watching makes us
complicit, an integral part of this machinery.Do
we begin to crave !his overseer relationship?
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It took a few visits to realize there was another
piece that addresses the role of emotions within
lhis investigation. A 50-minutevideo by young
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French artist Nell Beloufa concerns the
mechanics of courtship,of love. Fittingly
screenedonly on Satwday afternoons,Desire
for Data, 2015, drops into a house party of

Palricia L. Boyd, Untitled (Aeron), 2017.
Photo: Johnna Arnold

American millennialswhere the mundane flirtations and jealousies are massaged by a beer
pong tournament The footage, it turns out, is being analyzed by a group of their peers, French
college •malhletes•who, working in a classroom boasting classical nude sculpturesthat
articulate flayed musculature,attempt lo predict hook-upsby devising an algorithm based on

Neil Beloufa, "Desire for Data; 2015, Photo: Johnna Arnold.
the input of inebriation,aspirationand physical beauty. This attempt to quantify passion is a
fitting coda to the exhibition,posing trenchantquestions about what we yearn for and expect
from an exhibition - the warmth of emotionalconnection and aesthetic pleasure,or the cool
structure of conceptual rigor. Mechanisms delivers on both counts.

###
'Mechanisms·@ The Wattis Institute through Februrary 24, 2018. The show also includes

works by Parle McArthur , Terry Atkinson, Jean-Luc Moulene , Zarouhle Abdallan, and

Richard Hamilton. An expanded version of the show, "Other Mechanisms, • runs June 29 to
September 2, 2018@ Secession in Vienna.
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